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Asymptotic Solutions for the Interaction Problems of Multiple Bodies
in Short Ocean lⅣaves

海洋波の多列干渉問題の短波長域の漸近解

Weiguang Bao* and Takeshi Kinoshita*
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cylinder in short waves are used to represent the

A b stract

interaction waves amollg multiple cylinders･ Since

The asymptotic solutions for the dif&action and radia‑

Simon's l3] plane wave approximationgives a satisfactory

tion problem of a vertical circle cylinder in short waves

result, follwoing his method, the above cylindrical waves

are applied to the interaction problem of multiple

are decomposed to plane waves with appropriate amPli‑

cylinders to obtain an estimation of hydrodynamic forces

tude･ After solving the interactive problem, the hydrody‑

actlng On Cylinders･ The interactions are represented by

namic forces are estimated by wave amplitudes at far

additional waves emitting from each cylinder towards the

field.

others･ The hydrodynamic forces are evaluated by formu1

Some numericalexamples are also presented to verify
the medhod. the results are fairly good if the cylinders are

1ae at far翁eld.

not arranged in linewith the incoming Waves.
).Introduction
H. Jnteractjons among mu)tjple bodies

Recently, With the development of large offshore
structure supported by a number of cylinders, more

The interactions between bodies can be represented by

attention has been paid to the problem of estimating

some additional waves emittlng frm one body to another.

hydrodyllamic wave forces actlng On multiple bodies.

If the interactive effects from the i‑th body to the i‑th

Much effort has been made to assess the effects of

body are to be considered, these effects can be repre‑

interactions among these cylinders. Kinoshita fl] deals

sented by a wave with wave amp)itude C,･j COmlng from

with the problem in two‑dimensionaldomain by a matrix

the j‑th body toward the i‑th body. In radiation problem,

method. Ohkusu t21 uses an interation method to account

this wave consists of a radiation wave due to the forced

the interactive waves among multiple cylinders. Simon 【3]

oscillation of j‑th body and diffraction waves due to the

approximates the cylindrical interactive waves by plane

interaction between i‑th body and others, i.e. the diffrac‑

waves with appropriate amplitude. Mclver and Evans l4]

tion of waves emittlng from other bodies byj‑th body. In

use the same approximation as Simon's to a higher order

diffraction problem, instead of the radiation wave wbicb

of expansion･ Kagemoto and Yue f5] Solves the problem

no longer exists, diffraction wave by j‑th body due to

by a matrix method which takes both the cylindrical and

environmental incident waves should be included. Neg‑

evanescent interactive waves Into account.

lecting the effects of evanescent waves, the interaction

However, when the oscillatory frequency is large or

waves are cylindrical waves which are expressed in the

equivalently when the wave is short, to obtain reasonable

local coordinate system oり‑th body･ They have to be

accuracy, lt is usually time consumlng.

transferred to the coordinates corresponding to i‑th body.

It is the purpose of this paper to present an approxi一

At mean time, to make calculation easier, the cylindrical

mate method to estimate hydrodynamic forces acting on

waves are decomposed to a plane wave with approprlate

multiple cylinders in short waves. To this end, asymptotic

wave amplitude･ The fact that C,･]･ is the sum of all those

solutions for radiation and diffraction roblems of a slngle

waves from再h body to ∫‑th body glVeS an equation
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relating Cl.)I tO Cjl (1*j)･ Equations arising from every body
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yield a linear system to be solved for known wave

for the de丘nition of localcoordinate systems and aglobal

amplitude C,.,･･Aslong as Cl･,･ is obtained･ each body can be

one (see Fig. 1), we have bllowing geometric relations:

considered as isolated with these additional incident
I

Waves.

rJ‑rかsZJ1‑2S,･,. cos(Jt‑Oi+aij)] 2

･ (3)

From the previous work, the radiation potential due to
the forced osclllation of再b body in otherwise calm water

where (SIJ･, CYL.,I) is the distance and direction of i‑th body

is given aSymPtOtically by

referring to j‑th body. By means of Grab addition

theorem l6] for cylindricalfunctions,
4,mj〜 Amj ( Oj)Ho (kr,‑)F(kz)

(1)

=亡

Ho (kf･)) ‑ ∑ Hn (kS.A,･)Jn (kr,.)eL‑n'H‑ OJ･+a,,'

(4)

11=‑エ

when the oscillating frequency tends to large Value･ As
shown in the previous paper the di肘action potential due

to an incident plane wave with uI‑it wave amplitude and

Since we are golng tO represent Waves near 〜‑th body, it

can be expected that

incident angle β has an asymptotic form as

4,dj〜Adj(Oj , P)Ho(kr))F(kz)

where Hn is the first kind Hankelfunction of n‑th order･

r,<S,･,･

(2)

ln egn･ 1 and 2, (yj, aj) is localpolar coordinates ofj‑th

which is required by the validity of the theorem･ At mean

body in horizontal plane; 孤‑1 to 6 indicates motion

tire, ̲inHn̲(k,SL','f iミap̲proxiTat.ed by Ho(Fs.L',') wit.h anでrror

modes in conventional manner;

of order 0

｢ki‑,∫‑ )

the radiation potential can be written

aS

F(kz) ‑

ekz for water with in負nite depth;
t!

cos hk(Z+ A)
cos hkh

k‑(昔

4,miJ〜Ami(cyii)Ho(kS,.,･)F(kz) ∑ i77J,,(kr,)e‑""OraiJ'(5)
11=‑I

for water with depth h;

which is the potentialof a plane wavewith wave

h‑00

amplitude

wave number;
フ

(LT

h<00

g tanh kh

ai,･‑Amj( aij)Ho (kS,.,)

(6)

a‑wave frequency and g‑acceleration of gravity;
and propagating in the direction of αij referring to the i‑th

Ho is Hankelfunction offirst kind and zeroth order･
The time factor e‑id is omitted･ Referring to the sketch

body･ The diffraction potential can be transferred and
then approximated in a similar way, 1･e･
1:

4,A,･).〜Adj(cr,.,A, j3)Ho(kSI,)F(kz) ∑ inJf,(kSL･))e‑Ln'8←aL,I
JI=‑;亡

(7)

lf this diffraction by j‑th body is caused by waves
emitting from other body, say I‑th body, the incident

anglewill be ajl referring toj‑th body･ Therefore the wave
amplitude of approximated plane wave is glVen by

aiJ･1‑Adj(a,.,･, qjI)Ho (kSL･))

(8)

On the other hand, if the diffraction is the respond to
the environmental incident wave whose potential is
written as

Fig･ 1･ Definition ofglObal and localcoordinate systems
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F(kz)eE'k(xcos

β+ysinβ)

(9)

in theglObal system, to obtain appropriate wave ampli‑
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glVen by

叫Ii(β)A｡i(Oi, β)+皇cL･jAdj(OL･, aL･).)]

畠

tude, this incident wave potential is to be expressed in the

･ Ho (krL)I(kz)

(14)

ノーth local system as follows

The quantities in the brackets in the above expressions
QIj= F(kz)eELkr,cos(Oj

β)+L'k(Xj COS β+ YJsin β)

( 1 0)

are wave amplitude at far丘ld and are denoted as a(L2, (0,･)

and a(L2 (oi, β) respectively for radiation and diffraction

‑ Ij (J3) F(kz) e叫cos( Oj I β)

waves. With these wave amplitudes we can evaluate wave

where

exciting forces, wave damplng COefBcients and wave
Ij(B) ‑eL'klX,'cos β+ YJAmβ)

(10a)

drifting forces as follows.

Wave excltlng force:
with (XJ･, Y,･) being the coordinates of the origin ofj‑th

‑一旦.‑苧a‑ X,

local system in a global one･

(15)

pgEEJah

After decomposlng tO a Plane wave the diffracted wave

Wave dampmg coefficient:

amplitude due to this incident wave is glVen by
メ

1

チ

a‑i= I,.(ji)Adj(cYdj, J3)Ho(kSij)

(ll)

From the above expressions, lt Can be seen thaHbese

嘉‑箸Rel三maH'(a)aii'*(a)dO

(16)

Wave dri洗ing force:

wave amplitudes of approximated plane waves are no‑
thing else buHhe waves emitting from再h body evaluated

i̲‑‑:̲ ‑士 /三方(cosβ‑n,a))aii'(0,

β)l2dO (17)

at the ongln Of i‑th local system.

The wave amplitude C,i at i‑th body caused by j‑th

where

body's interaction is the sum of all the waves emlttlng

from j‑th body propagating toward i‑th body･ Therefore

C‑意

wave celerity;

cg‑意

group veloclty;

Ea

is amplitude of incident wave;

a

is a typlCal dimensional scale of the

we have, for the radiation problem,
L

C.･,･‑a,･).+∑

cJ.ail.

(12)

l=1

時j

where L=total number of bodies. Each bodywill receive
interactive waves from the otherエー1 bodies, so it has上′‑1

body;

such kind of equation･ Totally, for i bodies, there are
i(I,‑1) equations which form a linear system for i(I,‑1)

unknowns C.I)I and can readily be solved･ For diffraction

is water depth (Or draft in the case of

problem, the only difference is that a,･Jl lS replaced by aL･,･･

inBnitely deep water);

After solving these equations for CL･)･, each body can be
considered as isolated with additional incident waves. The
radiation wave potential of i‑th body accounting for the

nm

components of unit normal direction in
m‑th direction.

interaction can then be written asymptotically as
lI). Numerical Results and Discussion
4,,i,,〜lAmi(0,･)･皇cL･,LAdj(0,., a,･,)]Ho(krL)F(kz) (13)

畠

Some numerical calculations are carried out to verify

Similarly, the diffraction potentialof i‑th body due to

the present method. Wave excltlng force acting On a

incident wave ￠I With interaction taken into account is

group of two cylinders in oblique wave (β‑450) is shown
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in Fig. 2 and ompared with the results by Simon's
method. Presellted in Fig･ 3 are results of an array of
three cylinders which consist of a triangle･

From these Bgures, it can be seen the present results

are in fair agreementwith those by Simon's method.
From the comparison glVlng above, we can see that the
present method

gives a good approximation to the

estimation of hydrocynamic forces actlng On a group Of
日.
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Fig･ 2･ Wave exciting force in surge direction actlng On a
group of two cylinders･ Distance between cylinder cen‑

ters S‑4a and wave incident angle P=45deg. I

cylinders if the cylinders are not arranged in linewith the
direction of incoming Waved The accuracy largely depends

on the behavior of the asymptotic solution for the single
body･ Since in the present work, it fails to glVe a

asymptotic sollltion;一一一exact solution･

reasonable approximation in the shadowed area, i.e.
♂‑0, the method can not be applied to the cylinder array

｣旦L

arranged in line with tile incomlng Wave. Therefore it is

p9 NLIIII

4

LH)

3

00

2

00

required to obtain an asymptotic solution valid in all
directions so that this method can be applied to more

generalcases･ Thiswill be our work of next step･
(Manuscript received, June 25, 1992)
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